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Learning Objectives

- Understand the function of the citator in the tax research process.
- Use the indexing systems in each of the most popular tax citators.
- Know the abbreviation and reference conventions used by the most popular tax citators.
- Update research by using materials in the most popular tax citators.
- Know the comparative strengths and weaknesses of the most popular tax citators.
- Understand the basic and advanced citator functions of Internet resources.
Besides confronting the tremendous volume of tax law, tax practitioners face the added dilemma that the tax law is in a constant state of change. Each year new laws are passed that amend the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) and new Regulations are issued to provide guidance and revise interpretations of the Code. Every day administrative pronouncements are issued and court cases are decided. This daily change in the tax law makes it very difficult for a tax practitioner to know what law is current and what has been superseded or overruled. This chapter provides the methodology for ensuring that the tax laws, cases, and administrative documents supporting a client’s tax position are up-to-date and still controlling law.

Recall from the research process explained in Chapter 2, an evaluation of the relevant primary authority must occur before conclusions can be developed. The evaluation of tax authority includes not only determining whether the authority is still valid but also making judgments about the precedential value of the primary sources. How citators help in this evaluation process is the focus of this chapter.

| Citators |

Law relies heavily on the **precedential value** of cases, which can be defined as the legal authority established by the case. This legal authority of prior cases is considered when judges are writing opinions in subsequent cases that have similar facts or legal issues. Tax law also relies on the precedential value of tax cases and administrative rulings for guidance. The tax law attempts to maintain continuity in treatment of similar issues so taxpayers can anticipate the application of the law to their own situations. Each appellate opinion sets a precedent that applies to later cases.

**What Is a Citator?**

The law is constantly in a state of flux, and, again, tax law is no exception. The Code is changed frequently by passage of tax bills. Regulations are proposed, finalized, and withdrawn. Administrative rulings are issued, modified, superseded, and revoked or made obsolete by changes in the tax law. A case decided at one level may be appealed by one or both parties. The higher court can overrule the lower court’s decision. Infrequently, a court may see a flaw in the reasoning it or another (equal or lower) court used in deciding an earlier case, or a court may use a different line of reasoning to reach a distinct decision in an area previously reviewed by other courts. When a court takes any action that relies on, rejects, or affects the holding of another case, the acting court refers to the affected case in its opinion. All of this results in a tangle of interreferences among vast numbers of cases.

Along with statutory law, practitioners rely on administrative rulings and court decisions to interpret tax law and argue the appropriate treatment of their clients’ tax transactions. They must be able to determine if subsequent events have affected the legal standing of the sources upon which they rely. Thus, they need a tool to help them ascertain which legal sources provide strong precedents and which have little or no value. The tax professional could follow the reference threads from case to case or ruling to ruling, but this would be extremely tedious and would only identify earlier cases and not later cases that may have altered or overruled the case or ruling of interest. This latter information is critical for determining the validity of the case of interest. Fortunately, citators provide this service by following the threads in subsequent cases and summarize, in shorthand form, where the threads lead, and what they mean.

A citator is a tool through which a tax researcher can learn the history of a legal source and evaluate the strength of its holdings. Before a researcher relies on the opinion in a case or analysis in a ruling (or even commits the time to read the document), it is important to ascertain its legal standing. Thus, when a case or ruling relevant to a
client’s tax situation is found, it is imperative that a citator be examined to determine
how later legal sources have considered the document of interest. Since the legal pro-
ession long has recognized the need for this specialized information, citators were de-
veloped in the late 1800s, a hundred years before computer searches were possible.

To avoid confusion, it is important to learn the specific terminology that
describes references between cases. When one case refers to another case, it cites
the latter case. The case making reference to another case is called the citing
case. The case that is referenced is the cited case. The citing case will contain the
name of the cited case and where the cited case can be found. The reference is
called a citation. A citator is a service that indexes cited cases, gives their full cita-
tions, and lists the citing cases and where each citing case can be found. A sig-
nificant older case, one that establishes an important legal principle, may have been
cited by hundreds of other cases. Thus, its entry in a citator would be extremely
long and complex. A very recent case, or one examining a narrow aspect of the law,
would have few cites and thus a short entry.

A citator will not provide all types of information about a case or a ruling. For
instance, it does not guide the researcher to documents related to a case or ruling
that do not specifically cite it. Citators also may not always indicate when a case or
ruling is no longer valid because of changes in the Code, unless the Code itself spe-
cifically identifies the case or a subsequent document makes a specific reference to
the Code overriding the case. This is because citators are created by searching pri-
mary sources for cites to the case or ruling. A practitioner could perform the same
search by using the case name or its official cite in a keyword search of databases
containing all primary sources. Without access to a tax service, you might try a
simple Google or Yahoo search on the case name. However, sifting through the
results would be an arduous task and very inefficient.

Given the tremendous number of court cases and rulings issued annually, the
citator is a vital tool in the research process. If the primary sources have not been
checked through a citator, the research process is not complete. Thus, only careless
or improperly trained practitioners rely on legal sources that have not been
checked through a citator.

The various commercial citators organize the lists of citing cases in distinctive
schemes. Depending on the researcher’s purpose, one citator may be more appro-
priate than another. For example, one citator may only list citations that have a
major impact on the logic or holding of the cited case. Another may list all cita-
tions. A researcher, initially checking to make sure a case has not been overruled,
would prefer the former. The citations may be annotated to indicate the type of
impact the citing case has on the cited case (e.g., modified, overruled, followed). A
trial court case may be appealed, and each appellate court that hears the case cre-
ates additional citations. Because each of these decisions may be cited in other
documents, a citator can organize cases by jurisdictional level. As each citator is
discussed in this chapter, you should consider its suitability for specific research ap-
lications. Citators are not a one-size-fits-all type of research tool.

It is important for the researcher to consider a case in context, to trace its judi-
cially derived decision, and to monitor the reaction of subsequent court cases. This
is even more important when the opinion is innovative. By using a citator properly,
the researcher can review subsequent courts’ reactions and determine the strength
of the precedent established by the opinion. However, before turning to a case, the
Code and Regulations, the foundation for tax research, should be read and ana-
lyzed. Remember, cases and rulings are reviewed to provide guidance in interpret-
ing the statutory and administrative tax law.
There are ninety-four Federal District Courts. Each state has at least one district, and New York City and the District of Columbia have their own. Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and the Northern Mariana Islands also have District Courts. These courts along with the other federal courts publish over 200 decisions in a year giving guidance on taxes. Besides these decisions, the Tax Court hands down about 450 memorandum and summary decisions in a year.

Revenue Rulings and Procedures

The IRS is releasing fewer published rulings currently than it did in the past. For example, in 2006, the IRS issued sixty-three Revenue Rulings and fifty-six Revenue Procedures. Looking back twenty years to 1986, the IRS was issuing more than 200 Revenue Rulings and Procedures in a year. This is about a 42 percent drop in the number of published guiding rulings. In the mid-1990s, the IRS decided to cut back on its issuances of Revenue Rulings, thus causing the reduction in administrative rulings.

With so much tax law being promulgated on a yearly basis, tax professionals need citators to help determine which cases and rulings are still valid and which have been modified, reversed, revoked, and superseded.

When a legal source has been identified as pertinent to a research question, the first step in reviewing the document is to check it through a citator. For instance, say that a tax researcher has identified *Corn Products Refining Company* (a 1955 Supreme Court holding) as pertinent to a research project. The holding in the case might help or hurt the client’s case. The task, then, is to find out how strong the holding in the *Corn Products* case is. The researcher must determine how subsequent cases evaluated the legal reasoning and findings of the *Corn Products* decision. In addition, the researcher must determine if changes in the Code made the case obsolete.

**Commercial Citators**

Of the four citators examined in this chapter, three have editions that exclusively cover tax cases—Commerce Clearing House (CCH), Research Institute of America (RIA), and Shepard’s—and one includes tax cases in its law citator—Westlaw. The CCH, RIA, and Shepard’s commercial citators are available in published or electronic formats, although the published format is becoming used less frequently over time in the tax practice. Westlaw does not have a published counterpart. CCH provides its citator as part of its Standard Federal Tax Reporter tax service, whereas the RIA Citator 2nd is offered separately from its tax services. Shepard’s Federal Tax Citator is offered through the Internet exclusively by Lexis. The accuracy of the case citations is very important; consequently, this will be the focus of the citators review in this chapter.

One of the advantages of the CCH and RIA citators is that they allow the researcher to enter case names or citations. Shepard’s and Westlaw, on the other hand, accept only citations. All of the citators furnish templates and/or guidance for entering the citations for documents of interest to the researcher. The citations reproduced by CCH are *general*, directing the researcher to the first page of the citing case; the other citators give *local* citations (also called a pinpoint citation), directing the researcher to the exact page where the cited case is mentioned in the
citing case. For example, *Gregory v. Helvering* (293 US 465) is cited in the Second Circuit Court of Appeals case *Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.*, on page 78 in the *Federal Reporter 2d Series* case reporter. The CCH citation indicating this citing is *Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.*, 267 F2d 75 (first page of the *Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.* case), whereas the RIA, Shepard’s, and Westlaw citators have the cite as *Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.*, 267 F2d 78. Having local citations that pinpoint the discussion of the case of interest can be a real time saver when the citing case is long.

The discussion in this chapter concentrates on the Internet versions of the citators. The published versions are briefly reviewed to give a sense of the origins and evolution of citators, as well as some concept of the physical scope of the information contained in citators. While the Internet versions generally are no more than the paper publication in electronic form, this may not be evident to the user.

The *Nader Soliman* case (506 US 168, 113 S Ct 701, 121 L Ed 2d 634) will be utilized for demonstrating the various features of the citators. This case involves the deductibility of home office expenses (§ 280A). It has an interesting judicial history, as it started in the Tax Court and was affirmed by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals and then reversed by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court case was then superseded by new congressional legislation causing § 280A to be amended.

**Shepard’s**

Shepard’s was the first major publisher to truly understand the commercial value of citators. It became the leading publisher of citators and thus its name has become synonymous with the act of citating. In fact, the process of evaluating the validity of a case and locating additional authority is called “Shepardizing” a case. The *Shepard’s Citators* (Shepard’s) are currently available in print, on CD-ROM, and on the Internet through LexisNexis, who acquired Shepard’s in mid-1990s. Many attorneys view Shepard’s as the citator service and all other services as mere imitations. This may have been true at one point in time, but the current competitors have just as much to offer as the “original.”

**SPOTLIGHT ON TAXATION**

**Factoid**

In 1873, Frank Shepard of Chicago introduced his first citator as an aid to legal research. This citator was actually printed on gummed labels, listing each case cited in another case. Before Shepard created these gummed labels, those reading a case that cited another case would jot a note in the reporter margins of the cited case, to signal that they might later need to rely on the cited case. In 1900, Shepard’s began to annotate the cases by indicating the treatment of the case by the citing cases (i.e., explained, overruled, etc.).

Since that time, Shepard’s has evolved into over twenty different citators that cover virtually every case reporter series, as well as for specialized areas of the law, such as *Shepard’s Federal Tax Citator* (FTC) for tax research. Because of its dominance in citator publishing and the breadth of its coverage, legal researchers often refer to the process of evaluating the validity of a case as “Shepardizing” a case. In 1996, LexisNexis purchased 50 percent of Shepard’s and operated it in conjunction with Time Mirror. In 1998, LexisNexis acquired the remaining 50 percent to become the sole owner and Internet provider of Shepard’s.
Shepard's Citator  Shepard’s is the only major tax citator that is organized by case reporter series. Accordingly, the practitioner must know the court reporter citation for the case of interest, regardless of whether the paper or electronic version is used. This can be a problem if only the name of a case is known. However, using a document searching tool, such as the Tax Law Search in LexisNexis Academic, the name of the case can be entered as a keyword search and the case retrieved. From the document (case) listing or the actual document, the citation is obtained. This can then be entered into the citation box. Since citations must be entered in the proper format, Shepard’s provides an exhaustive list of examples of citation formats for every possible document that can be Shepardized (see Citation Formats tool).

There are two ways to locate the citation format, Browse Citations and Find Citations. Within the Browse Citations tool, there are so many sample entries that they are indexed themselves. When using the Find Citations tool, the publication name (reporter for cases) is entered as shown in Exhibit 8-1. Once the document of interest is found, clicking on its associated abbreviation displays a template for entering the citation. The templates are set up in the standard “volume, reporter, page” format. If the researcher knows these three elements of the citation, the program is forgiving of punctuation, internal spacing, and capitalization variations.

Exhibit 8-1: Shepard’s Find a Citation Format Screen
Shepard’s displays the following information for the case of interest (see Exhibit 8-2).

- Case evaluation symbol.
- Case citation in proper format.
- Parallel citations.
- All prior case history.
- Treatment by citing cases.
- Citations to secondary citing sources such as law reviews.

In examining Exhibit 8-2, the first item listed is the case citation in proper format. Clicking on the citation produces the LexisNexis reporter full-text case document. Each commercial reporter provides information that varies by publisher before the text of the actual case, which is the same in each reporter. For example, LexisNexis includes a case summary (Procedural Posture and Overview) as well as headnotes and core terms. Headnotes are the paragraphs in which the editors of the court reporter summarize the court’s holdings on each issue of the case. Since the editors

Exhibit 8-2: Shepard’s Unrestricted List for Soliman Case
of each reporter analyze the legal points of a case differently, the headnotes for a specific case will not likely correspond across the various reporters. Tax cases may address several issues, and the headnotes help the researcher identify how their particular issue of interest was treated. If the researcher is examining the case document and wants to Shepardize it, links to Shepard’s are easily accessible.

Preceding the case citation is an easy-to-recognize symbolic case evaluation. Thus, the researcher quickly can determine the legal standing of a case at-a-glance. Note that the Soliman case has a stop sign shape (see Exhibit 8-2). The symbols used by Shepard’s to indicate the precedential status of the citing cases are as follows.

- Red stop sign shape: Warning—Negative Treatment. The case has a history of negative treatment such as being overruled or reversed on one or more of its issues.
- Yellow triangle: Caution—Validity Questioned. The case’s validity is questioned by citing cases.
- Green diamond with a “+” in the center: Positive Treatment. The citing cases have affirmed or followed the case.
- Blue circle with an “A” in the center: Analysis Available. The citing cases have analysis of the case.
- Blue circle with an “I” in the center: Information Available. The citing material has citation information available. Law review or treatise discussion would be an example of this information available.

Shepard’s furnishes an extensive list of parallel citations. It includes all of the government and major commercial citations along with several unofficial or lesser known reporter versions. Parallel citations all refer to the same case, thus the text of the case is the same regardless of which citation is utilized to retrieve the case. Therefore, it is not necessary for researchers to list every parallel citation in file memos or client letters; one citation usually is sufficient. This can be either the government or one of the major commercial citations (RIA, CCH, or West). Lexis citations are not supported with templates by CCH and RIA, and tax professionals generally do not use them.

The prior direct history developed by Shepard’s lists the complete judicial proceeding for the case of interest. For example, the prior direct history of the Soliman case includes its original Tax Court opinion that was affirmed on appeal by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, the motion for writ of certiorari granted, and the reversal by the Supreme Court. Cases may have prior direct histories with more than two lower court citations when the case has been remanded or other judicial proceedings were required.

The researcher can restrict the citing cases retrieved by Shepard’s to all positive, all negative, or any analysis, or the restriction can be customized by type of court or headnote paragraph number. This allows the researcher to quickly locate citing cases that address the particular tax issue of interest and in the geographical location of the taxpayer. For our case, we used an unrestricted search, which retrieved 123 citing decisions. In addition to the citation of the citing case (and its parallel citations), Shepard’s hyperlinks the specific page where the citing case discusses the case of interest and indicates which headnote is linked to the discussion.

Since the numbered headnotes for a specific case do not necessarily correspond among the various reporters, when using headnote numbers to restrict retrieved cases, the researcher must be cognizant of which court reporter headnote
numbers are pertinent to each citator service. Shepard’s also evaluates the discussion of the citing case and categorizes its treatment (e.g., affirmed, cited by, criticized, distinguished, explained, followed, etc.) and the operation (amended, extended, revoked, etc.) of the citing cases. These evaluated citing cases are listed beginning with any Supreme Court citing cases and continuing with Federal jurisdiction (Appeals Courts in number order and then District Courts), followed by the U.S. Court of Federal Claims, Tax Court, various state courts, statutes, law reviews and periodicals, treatises, and other secondary sources. Within each of these citing groups, the citations are listed in reverse chronological order (newest first).

**Shepard’s Table of Authorities** Shepard’s Table of Authorities (TOA) is a type of citator service, but it has a different purpose than regular citators. Rather than furnishing a history of a case and a list of cases citing it, the TOA lists the cases that are cited by the case of interest and to what extent it relied on these cases. This saves the researcher from having to enter each of these cases in the regular citator and consequently is a tremendous time-saving tool. For our research, the TOA would list the cases the Supreme Court cited and relied upon in reaching its opinion in *Soliman*. Examining the cases cited in *Soliman* is useful in tracing the logic of the court’s decision, whether or not *Soliman* supports our client’s preferred tax treatment. If *Soliman* relies on other cases with negative or weak histories, then some of the reasoning in *Soliman* may be flawed. Accordingly, a case that itself has no negative history when checked in the regular citator may appear to be sound law when, in fact, it may be weak as precedent because it relies on cases that have been overruled or have other negative connotations. Thus, less reliance should be placed on the case’s findings in this situation.

The TOA lists the cited cases by jurisdiction (Circuit Court of Appeals, District Court, etc.). For each of these cases, the TOA furnishes the same information that the researcher would obtain if each case was separately checked through the regular Shepard’s citator. Thus, for each cited case, the TOA lists the full case name, its citation (with parallel citations), and the ultimate disposition of the case. It also provides an assessment of how your case of interest evaluated the cited cases and the page in your case on which the cited case is discussed. The cited cases themselves are evaluated based on their history and assigned a Shepard’s at-a-glance symbol (stop sign, triangle, etc.) indicating their current status.

**Lexis**

Besides the Shepard’s Citators, Lexis contains the Auto-Cite citator and the LEX-CITE search system. Each of these is a useful tool for the researcher when verifying a case’s value as precedent.

**Auto-Cite** LexisNexis developed its own citator, Auto-Cite, before it offered Shepard’s. Since Auto-Cite was first offered in 1979, it was originally available only through Lexis dedicated terminals. Now it is part of the Lexis Internet service. Auto-Cite was designed by Lawyers Cooperative Publishing to help their editors check the validity of citations. Therefore, its primary objectives are to provide absolutely accurate citations, and to do so within twenty-four hours of receipt of each case. Not only is Auto-Cite beneficial in determining whether a case is still good law, it also allows researchers to check the standing of Revenue Rulings and Revenue Procedures.

The information retrieved by Auto-Cite includes the correct spelling of the case name, its official citation, the year of the decision, and all official and most unofficial parallel cites. The prior and subsequent case history shows the full litigation history of a case, whereas the subsequent treatment history focuses on opinions that have lessened or negated the case’s precedential value. Thus, the service lists citing cases
that have overruled, criticized, or in some manner devalued the case of interest. To help quickly analyze whether a case is still good law, Auto-Cite uses at-a-glance symbol designations similar to those of Shepard’s. Finally, an interesting feature of Auto-Cite that is not offered in Shepard’s is a listing of documents that have had their precedential value negatively affected by the case of interest.

Auto-Cite is updated at least daily, and it provides accurate information on cases that affect the strength of the cited case. Whereas Shepard’s focus is on furnishing a comprehensive history of the case, Auto-Cite is a selective list of citing cases having a significant impact on the validity of the case of interest.

LEXCITE  When researchers want to search the most current legal documents for references to their case of interest, LEXCITE is the tool to choose. Lexis prides itself on LEXCITE being more current than even Shepard’s. As with Shepard’s and Auto-Cite, the citation for the case (not the name) must be entered in the standard “volume-reporter-page” convention. LEXCITE ascertains the case’s parallel citations, and then it searches for all of the embedded cite references in documents including case law, the Code, Federal Register, IRS pronouncements, and secondary sources such as law reviews and journals. Once the case cite has been located in a document, LEXCITE will identify and highlight subsequent *id.* and *supra* references.

The LEXCITE feature actually searches the full text of the documents available in Lexis, which covers more than 1,700 reporters and authorities. Accordingly, the researcher is able to see the references to the case of interest in context and make a personal determination of how the case was evaluated by the document’s author. One limitation should be mentioned, however; LEXCITE will not find references to case names only—a court reporter citation must be present for LEXCITE to identify the document as a source.

An advantage of using LEXCITE is that the practitioner can customize the search to retrieve documents that address only a particular point of law in the cited case by using other search terms in addition to the citation. The jurisdiction, such as only Circuit Court of Appeals or only Missouri state court cases, can be specified. Date restrictions are very helpful when updating previous research, and one could examine all of the decisions written by a specific judge. This ability to customize the search is particularly useful when assisting a client in litigating a tax issue.

**Westlaw Citator System**
As discussed in Chapter 7, Westlaw is structured for legal research. It was designed by attorneys for attorneys. Since case law is very important in most areas of law, taxation included, the citation applications are the centerpiece of the Westlaw service. Westlaw’s citators are also very effective for validating statutes, regulations, and administrative rulings. Besides its own citators, Westlaw also offers the RIA Citator 2nd. As its operation is essentially the same as when accessed through the RIA Checkpoint service, discussion of the RIA Citator 2nd is deferred until the next section of this chapter.

**KeyCite**  Westlaw launched its own major citator, called KeyCite, in 1997, while still offering other citator services such as Shepard’s. With the loss of Shepard’s in 1999, Westlaw reorganized its citators and developed KeyCite into a comprehensive proprietary service. Since it was developed solely for use by Westlaw customers, there is no published version of KeyCite. Westlaw also created a KeyCite especially for tax. As Exhibit 8-3 shows, this citator offers templates and examples (below the templates) illustrating the proper format for entering citations. Besides the templates for the Code, Regulations, and administrative pronouncements that are visible in Exhibit 8-3, templates also are provided for all tax case reporters. The
templates simplify entering the citations, especially when the researcher is unfamiliar with the acceptable Westlaw format.

KeyCite for Tax has the same drawback as the previously discussed citators, that is, only a citation and not the case name can be entered into the templates. However, by using the Find&Print feature in the Westlaw toolbar (see top of Exhibit 8-3), the option of locating a court case by the taxpayer’s name (Find a Case by Party Name) is available. The jurisdiction of the case may be used to narrow the search. Once the case is found, KeyCite may be applied to retrieve the citator information. As seen in the left frame of Exhibit 8-4, the KeyCite citator offers several display options to the researcher. Those that we will examine are Direct History, Citing References, Full-Text Document, ResultsPlus, and TOA. Demonstrating just how “key” the KeyCite service is to Westlaw, it is accessible directly on the Westlaw Welcome screen (see Chapter 7, Exhibit 7-10) by entering a citation, or by clicking on the KeyCite button in the Welcome screen and then entering a citation.

As with Shepard’s Citator, the system has been designed to be flexible as to citation formats. Most formats are accepted as long as the general form of “volume-reporter-page” is used. If the researcher does not know the proper citation format for a document of interest, a publication list is available. Since the list contains over 4,400 documents, it can be scanned by either entering words contained in the document title or entering letters or words with which the document title starts. Unlike the Shepard’s list, clicking on the title does not produce a template for
entering the citation. The researcher must enter the citation in the KeyCite box, using the abbreviation discovered in the publication list.

History The Direct History and Negative Citing References are retrieved when the case citation is initially entered into KeyCite. The case's chronological progress through the courts is listed first in the Direct History section, as Exhibit 8-4 illustrates for Nader Soliman (506 US 168). The chronological progress also can be graphically displayed. The editors indicate the effects of this progression with words and symbols. Although the symbols employed are different from Shepard's, their meanings are similar. KeyCite's symbols are as follows.

- **Red Flag**: Warning—Negative Treatment. The case or administrative decision is no longer good law for at least one of the points of law it contains. For statutes or regulations, the law has been amended recently or repealed, superseded, or held unconstitutional or preempted in whole or in part.
- **Yellow Flag**: Caution—Some Negative Treatment. The case has negative history but has not been overruled. The statute or regulation has been renumbered, reinstated, corrected, or transferred recently, or its validity has been called into doubt.
- **Blue “H”**: Neutral Analysis. The case has some direct history but it is not known to be negative.
- Green “C”: Information Available. The case or administrative decision has citing references but no direct or negative history. For statutes and regulations there are citing references, but no updating documents.

After the direct history, KeyCite presents the Negative Citing References section, which includes citing cases that adversely affect the precedential value of the case of interest. Phrases indicate whether the cases have criticized, distinguished, limited, questioned, or overruled the cited case’s logic or holding. Notice in Exhibit 8-4 that KeyCite indicates that the Soliman case has been superseded by statute as indicated in two citing cases. The negative cases are also evaluated as to whether they are still good law, using the same symbols as for the direct history (see Exhibit 8-4).

Besides this evaluation, KeyCite determines the extent to which the citing cases discuss the cited case of interest. This feature is unique to KeyCite and greatly facilitates determining which citing cases should be reviewed. The symbols range from four stars to one star, with four denoting an extended examination of the case (usually more than a printed page in length) and one denoting a brief reference (such as in a string of citations). The final unique symbol supplied by KeyCite is quotation marks, indicating that the citing case has quoted the cited case. This symbol does not appear in the negative citing references but is utilized in the Citing References and the Table of Authorities (Exhibit 8-5).

Exhibit 8-5: Westlaw KeyCite Table of Authorities for Soliman Case
Citing References To look at a comprehensive list of citing cases, select the Citing References option. KeyCite retrieved 579 documents for the Soliman case, almost all of which are positive cites. The listing starts with the negative cases presented in the Negative Citing References, with the most recent cases presented first. The Positive Cases section is organized by the depth of coverage, starting with the four-star examinations and leading to the one-star citing cases. Next is administrative pronouncements, such as IRS Rulings and Notices, and the last section contains secondary source references by journals, law reviews, Bureau of National Affairs (BNA) Portfolios, tax services, and so on. Since the number of documents retrieved can be overwhelming, KeyCite allows the researcher to limit those retrieved by headnotes (key numbers), location, type of jurisdiction, date, type of document, and depth of treatment (number of stars). A keyword search is possible if the KeyCite list is less than 2,000 documents.

As discussed previously, the headnote paragraphs represent a summary of each significant legal issue in the case. The interpretation of “significant issues” varies by the editorial staff of each court reporter. The editors of the court reporters analyzed the judicial opinions to different degrees of detail. For example, the West Supreme Court Reporter editors for the Soliman case required thirteen headnotes to evaluate the law, whereas the RIA editors of the AFTR2d series needed just one. The drafting of headnotes and the breadth of the issue that each headnote addresses are a matter of style and editorial policy of the entity that publishes the reporter. In KeyCite, the West headnotes discussed by each citing case are listed after the “star” designations in the citation (see Exhibit 8-4).

SPOTLIGHT ON TAXATION

Supreme Court Justices

The U.S. Supreme Court is made up of nine justices who are nominated by the President and approved by the Senate. Approximately 8,000 petitions are filed with the Supreme Court in the course of one year. In addition, some 1,200 applications of various kinds are filed each year that are acted upon by a single justice. As Supreme Court justices reside on the bench for life, the ability to nominate a Supreme Court justice accords the President tremendous power to influence future Supreme Court decisions by virtue of the person selected for nomination. This is especially true if that person is relatively young (by Supreme Court standards), such as John Roberts, who was fifty when nominated by George W. Bush to be the Chief Justice. The following is a list of the Supreme Court justices as of the beginning of 2008. It is likely that this list will change in the next few years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date and Place of Birth</th>
<th>Nominating President</th>
<th>Year Installed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Chief Justice)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonin Scalia</td>
<td>March 11, 1936 Trenton, New Jersey</td>
<td>Reagan</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued
The West headnote system has a particularly valuable feature for finding law, the **West Key Number System**. The points of law articulated in a case are classified by the editors into Key Numbers that create an extensive system for organizing case law called the West Key Number Digest. The key number for a topic of interest can be found by drilling down through the Key Numbers alphabetical list. Internal Revenue, for example, is Key 220 and Home Office Expenses are 220k3355.

**Full-Text Document** Selecting Full-Text Document displays the text of the selected case. The full citation (all official cites and numerous unofficial cites) of the case, geographical location, and date of judgment are provided as well. After a summary of the case, the headnotes and key numbers assigned by the case reporter editors appear, and then the official full text of the document. Rather than retrieving the full text, the researcher can select the outline option. With this option, the researcher can jump to the synopsis, headnotes, or opinions (concurring and dissenting) for the case.

**ResultsPlus** As discussed in Chapter 7, ResultsPlus displays a list of suggested analytical materials relevant to the search. For the Soliman case, ResultsPlus suggests discussions of the IRC related to the issues in Soliman (see Exhibit 8-4). The materials appear in legal encyclopedias (Corpus Juris Secundum and American Jurisprudence), legal reports (American Law Reports), treatises, law reviews, and topical publications such as the BNA Portfolios and Mertens.

**Table of Authorities** The Westlaw TOA performs the same function as the Shepard’s version. However, the Westlaw TOA reports more information. As Exhibit 8-5 demonstrates, not only does the TOA indicate where the case of interest cites other cases in supporting its reasoning, Westlaw also denotes how much discussion was given to the case using its four-star depth of treatment symbols. Further, if the case of interest quotes other cases, this is designated with the quotation marks symbol. The cases listed in the TOA with negative history, or those that have been reversed or overruled, are marked with a yellow or red flag, making it easy for researchers to determine the strength of the cases relied on by the case of interest.

**RIA Citator 2nd**
The RIA Citator 2nd is a comprehensive tax citator. Along with District Court, Court of Federal Claims, Court of Appeals, and Supreme Court cases reported in RIA’s tax court reporter series, American Federal Tax Reporter series (AFTR and
AFTR 2d), and the Tax Court cases (regular, memorandum, and unpublished), the RIA citator evaluates administrative pronouncements (hereafter referred to as rulings) issued by the IRS and Treasury Decisions.

**Using the RIA Citator 2nd** The Citator 2nd is accessible from the opening Checkpoint screen (see Chapter 6, Exhibit 6-1, left window). It supports citator searches by case (taxpayer) name, citation, or keyword (see Exhibit 8-6). For case name searches, as in Exhibit 8-6, the court may be indicated through a list supplied by RIA. This is an optional entry; thus, if only the taxpayer name is known, the search still can be successful. When the citation is known, templates, similar to those provided by Westlaw, are furnished to ensure that citations are entered in the proper format.

The researcher has the option of retrieving a list of cases and rulings that cite the case of interest (Cited) or a list of cases and rulings cited by the case of interest (Citing). This latter option is similar to the Shepard’s and Westlaw’s TOA, but less extensive information is provided. The score rating supplied is based on the number of times the citation appears in the case in relation to other documents, applied with a “complex formula” developed by RIA. This method of scoring probably does not provide much information to the researcher, however.

The result of the Soliman Cited search is a list of all the tax cases citing Soliman. Thus, the major difference between the RIA Citator 2nd and Shepard’s or KeyCite is that RIA only lists citing tax cases. This is beneficial to a tax researcher...
because it reduces the number of citations retrieved to only those citing the case of interest based on its analysis of tax issues. Clicking on the citation of any of the citing cases listed will take the researcher directly to the place in the citing case where Soliman is cited and discussed.

The AFTR court reporter’s full-text reproduction of the Soliman case is in Exhibit 8-7. The main advantages of the AFTR court reporter for tax research are that its headnotes address only the tax issues of the case, and that it adds the Code sections addressed in the case to its Case Information summary, which includes the level of the court, docket number, date decided, prior history, tax year, disposition of the case, and parallel citations. Knowing the tax year for the case can be very beneficial when the tax law is amended after the tax year but before the case is decided. This is possible, when, as the Soliman case illustrates, it can take ten years for the final decision by the courts (tax year 1983 and Supreme Court decision 1993). Knowing the disposition of the case before starting to read the case also may help practitioners to focus their reading of the opinion. It can be hard to determine the final result of the case merely by reading an opinion from beginning to end!

The three buttons just above the Soliman case name and citation, in Exhibit 8-7, access annotations of the case in the United States Tax Reporter (Annot), paragraph references of the case in the Federal Tax Coordinator 2d (FTC), or the case’s listing in the Citator 2nd (Citator). References to the annotations also are listed between the headnotes and the opinion (not visible in Exhibit 8-7).

Exhibit 8-7: RIA Soliman Case and Citator 2nd Links
**RIA Conventions** When the plaintiff in a tax case is the U.S. Government, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Secretary of the Treasury, or an IRS employee, the RIA citator does not catalog the case under the plaintiff’s name, as is the traditional legal convention. This is because there are thousands of cases in which Eisner, Helvering, Burnet, or other Commissioners or Secretaries of the Treasury initiated the litigation. Rather, the RIA Citator 2nd catalogs all cases by the taxpayer’s name. This convention greatly facilitates the researcher’s search by case name.

The *Soliman* case was first decided in 1990 by the Tax Court (94 TC 20), which found for the taxpayer, allowing the home office deduction. The IRS appealed to the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. This case, decided in 1991 (67 AFTR2d 91-1112), again found for the taxpayer. The IRS appealed again, this time to the U.S. Supreme Court. The Supreme Court decided the case in the IRS’s favor in 1993 (71 AFTR2d 93-463). Consequently, there are three separate entries in the Citator 2nd for this case, because each of these courts wrote an opinion that can be cited by other cases (see left frame, Exhibit 8-7).

The Supreme Court opinion is the most cited, since it is the final judicial decision on the issue. However, this is not the final word for the tax researcher because Congress amended the Code to reject the findings of the Supreme Court, as Exhibit 8-8 clearly indicates in the *Soliman* judicial history. Note that the Tax Court decision is not shown in the Judicial History, but two relevant rulings are listed.

Compare the data provided in Exhibit 8-8 to that of Exhibits 8-2 and 8-4. Shepard’s and KeyCite list more parallel citations and more extensive judicial

---

*Exhibit 8-8: RIA Citator 2nd for Soliman Case*
(prior) histories than Citator 2nd. The question for the researcher is which service provides the information essential to the project at hand. More information is not necessarily more useful to assessing current law.

Following the judicial history, the Citator 2nd first lists the citations for cases that are in complete agreement with the cited case. Next, citing cases are listed that discuss the holdings or reasoning of the cited case but do not refer to a specific paragraph or headnote. Finally, cases are listed in order of the headnote issue that they address. The headnote number references allow the researcher to restrict a search to only those citing cases with issues that are relevant to the client’s factual situation. The Citator 2nd bases its headnote designations on the AFTR series, as that reporter also is an RIA product. For the *Soliman* Supreme Court case, AFTR2d provides only one headnote. The researcher needs to make sure that with the Citator 2nd the AFTR headnotes numbers are utilized and not headnotes numbers from other reporters, such as those published by West.

Within any of the citing groupings—complete agreement, no specific headnote, Headnote 1, Headnote 2, and so on—citing cases and rulings are listed in the following order.

- U.S. Supreme Court
- U.S. Courts of Appeal
- U.S. Court of Federal Claims (or predecessor court)
- U.S. District Court
- U.S. Tax Court (or predecessor court—BTA, regular then memorandum decisions)
- State courts
- Treasury Rulings and Decisions

Citing cases within any court or ruling group are arranged in chronological order.

The Citator 2nd includes tax citing cases that discuss or even just cite the case of interest in a list of citations. Therefore, the listings for important cases, such as *Soliman*, can be several screens long. Rather than using symbols to indicate how each of these citing cases treated the case of interest, the Citator 2nd uses short, easy-to-understand, descriptive phrases.

Many researchers prefer to start their analysis of a case with the most recent citing cases and work backward to earlier cases. Using this method, they can quickly identify the current status of the cited case. For example, a steady stream of recent favorable references probably indicates that the precedent of the original case is still valid and strong, whereas either a list of negative comments or a scarcity of references may indicate a weak or out-of-date decision. The citator portion of a research project is complete when the researcher is satisfied that the status of the case is sufficiently confirmed.

At this point, some of the citing cases should be examined, especially if the cases found initially support the client’s position but the facts are somewhat different. The citing cases may provide support with more similar facts. Hence, those citations designated as “case reconciled,” indicating that their facts or opinions are different from those of the cited case and require reconciliation, should be consulted. If the initial cases found have holdings adverse to a client’s position, the practitioner should search for cases marked “case distinguished,” to identify what factors are relevant to the issuance of an adverse opinion.
The “distinguished” cases usually have facts that are actually different from those of the cited case, thus supporting a different holding. Some of these facts may resemble the facts of the practitioner’s client and thus provide the desired support. Similarly, a case denoted as “citing generally” limits the holding of the cited case to a narrow set of facts. This may occur when a higher court has ruled differently on a case with somewhat similar facts or there has been a change in the tax law. Thus, the holding of the cited case may be inapplicable to the client’s factual situation.

**RIA Citator: Rulings** Upon identifying administrative rulings (Revenue Ruling, Revenue Procedure, Notice, General Council Memorandums, etc.) that appear to support a client’s tax position, it is critical for a researcher to determine if they are still in effect and represent the current view of the IRS. Rulings are continually clarified, modified, superseded, or revoked, as Exhibit 8-9 illustrates. What is good law at one point (e.g., Rev Rul 2006-36 issued August 14, 2006) may not be so a few months later (modified by Notice 2007-22 on February 15, 2007).

The steps in checking the validity of rulings are the same as with a court case. The Citator 2nd furnishes templates for most IRS administrative rulings. The search results for rulings provide a hyperlink to the actual ruling and then its judicial history. In this case, the judicial history shows the effect the ruling of interest had on other administrative pronouncements, and/or the effect subsequent administrative pronouncements had on the ruling of interest. If there are any citing court cases, these are listed after citing rulings and before lesser pronouncements (such as Notices). As Exhibit 8-9 demonstrates, it is always important to check pertinent pronouncements through a citator.

**CCH Citator**
The Commerce Clearing House Tax Citator (CCH Citator) is available in print as an integral part of CCH’s Standard Federal Tax Reporter (discussed in Chapter 6). It also is accessible through CCH’s Internet service Tax Research NetWork (NetWork). The NetWork version is merely the paper version in electronic form.

**The CCH Citator Attributes** The CCH Citator differs dramatically from the other citators. First, the CCH Citator lists only those citing cases that the CCH editors believe will serve as useful guides in evaluating the cited case’s effectiveness as precedent. Thus, the tax researcher is directed to those cases that may be most likely to develop, explain, criticize, or otherwise evaluate a rule of law. This is in contrast to the other citators, which provide all of the cases mentioning the cited case. Although the latter practice provides a level of thoroughness that may be useful, the CCH editorial screening procedure guards against the possibility of being overwhelmed by the sheer volume of citing cases presented. The more selective CCH approach, of course, forces the researcher to rely on an editor’s evaluation concerning the usefulness of the citing cases.

Second, as discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the CCH Citator uses a general citation rather than a specific location citation. This means that the citation for the citing case is the first page of the citing case and not the point in the case of interest where the citing case is discussed. If the citing case is long, the researcher can waste valuable time identifying where the citing case discusses the case of interest.

Third, as Exhibit 8-10 illustrates, the CCH Citator acts as a Finding Table as well as a citator, by listing paragraph references as to where the case is reviewed in the Standard Federal Income Tax Reporter. This feature reduces the searching time.
required to locate supplemental information regarding a case or ruling of interest. The tax service discussions help the researcher evaluate the case or ruling in the context of relevant Code sections, Regulations, and administrative sources of tax law.

Fourth, while the CCH Citator provides parallel citations, it does not list as many other citations. Specifically missing are references to the RIA AFTR court reporter series and the Lexis reporter series (see Exhibit 8-10). It may be understandable that the competitor AFTR series is not represented, but Lexis cites should be present, given the relationship between the two companies.

Finally, the CCH Citator does not provide evaluations of the citing cases (see Exhibit 8-10), nor references to headnotes. While the CCH court reporter, United States Tax Cases (USTC), provides headnote information and back references to its tax service, it does not number or label this analysis. Thus, there is no available method to reference this evaluation in the Citator. The omission of these evaluation sources is a significant drawback of the CCH Citator. With cases having numerous issues and lists of citing cases as long as Soliman’s, for example, knowing how each citing case interpreted the different tax issues substantially could reduce the number of cases the researcher reads. The only information that can be gleaned by glancing at the Soliman Citator entry is that Soliman is an important case, given the number of cases citing it. One cannot even tell if the Supreme Court decision is still valid, which is critical when relying on the Soliman case.
CCH Conventions  Similar to the RIA Citator 2nd, the CCH Citator accepts the taxpayer’s name, the complete citation, if known, and it furnishes templates for entering the citation of the case or ruling of interest. For illustrative purposes, Exhibit 8-11 has entered the case name, complete citation, and cites using the case templates for the Soliman case. A researcher would actually input data for only one of these searches. Notice that the CCH Citator does not support AFTR (RIA Federal court reporter) citations with a template, nor will it recognize them as complete citations, whereas the RIA Citator does include templates for USTC (CCH Federal court reporter) citations. This can cause problems when a journal article, published by WG&L, for example, contains an AFTR 2d cite for a case with a common taxpayer name, but the practitioner has access only to the CCH Citator and CCH court reporters.

Rather than listing the judicial history, the first entry after the name of a cited case is the annotation paragraph number references to the Standard Federal Tax Reporter compilations (see Exhibit 8-10). Bold black bullets are used to designate the cases in the direct history. The highest level court to address the case is listed first, and the trial-level court is listed last. Hence, the citation for the Soliman Supreme Court case is listed first, followed by all of its citing cases, then several screens later the Fourth Circuit case followed by its citing cases, and finally the
Tax Court case. Consequently, the court path chosen by the parties is not as quickly identifiable as with other citators. Examining the entries in Exhibit 8-10, the citing cases are listed by court level and generally in reverse chronology (most recent first), although this is not consistent for all cases. Unlike Shepard’s, the CCH Citator does not list Appeals Court cases in order, or the Circuit or District Court by geographical location. Rather, within Appeals Courts, the cases are listed by date. After listing all court citations, pronouncements are listed by type in a random date order.

The CCH Citator provides limited information about the judicial history of the case. The reference for the Supreme Court case for Soliman denotes that it reversed the Fourth Circuit’s holding, and the Fourth Circuit reference indicates it affirmed the Tax Court decision. Since the CCH Citator does not denote citing case evaluations, the researcher cannot determine if, for example, the Sorrentino case followed, or explained, or distinguished itself from the Soliman case (see Exhibit 8-10).

Finally, the Check Citator button in CCH Tax Research Network is available from all screens, as it is part of the toolbar that is constantly visible. Thus, while viewing a case on screen, selecting the Check Citator button will display the Citator entries for the case being examined.
The tax researcher’s job of sorting through the thousands of potentially pertinent Federal tax authorities is facilitated by citators. When familiar with these research tools, the current status and precedential value of a specific case or ruling can be determined effectively and quickly. This determination is necessary for the researcher to evaluate the judicial and administrative sources of the tax law that pertain to a client’s tax issue. The Internet services automate virtually all of the tedious mechanical aspects of Shepardizing cases and validating the formal correctness of citations. Further, they make the retrieval of cited and citing cases seamless. The overview of citators and the act of citating presented in this chapter demonstrate that research is not complete until all primary sources upon which the researcher is relying are found to be currently “good law.”

Reinforce the tax research information covered in this chapter by completing the online tutorials located at the Federal Tax Research web site: http://academic.cengage.com/taxation/raabe

By the time you complete this chapter, you should be comfortable discussing each of the following terms. If you need additional review of any of these items, return to the appropriate material in the chapter or consult the glossary to this text.

Auto-Cite  
CCH Citator  
Citation  
Citator  
Citator 2nd  
Cited case  
Cites  
Citing case  
Full-Text Document  
Headnotes  
KeyCite  
LEXCITE  
Precedential value  
ResultsPlus  
Shepardizing  
Shepard’s Citators  
Table of Authorities  
West Key Number System

1. Why does the researcher need to determine the precedential value of a case?
2. Why are subsequent cases important to the value of a prior case?
3. Describe the function of a citator in the tax research process.
4. Distinguish between the following terms: cited case, citing case, citation, and cites.
5. Citators do not provide all information related to a case. What kind of information do citators not provide?

6. How many federal judicial districts are there, and where are they located?

7. Name three commercial citators that focus exclusively on tax cases. Indicate whether the citators are sold as part of a commercial tax service.

8. Explain the difference between a general directing and a local directing cite. Which service uses local directing cites?

9. What does “Shepardizing” mean?

10. Compare the coverage and organization of Shepard’s with the RIA and CCH citator services.

11. Explain whether a researcher can locate a case either by the case name or by its citation when using the Shepard’s Citator.

12. What are headnotes? Explain whether the headnotes for a given case are set by the court and are consistent across court reporting services.

13. What is the equivalent of the Shepard’s Green Diamond symbol in Westlaw?

14. What is the function of a TOA? Why is it a useful research tool?

15. What is Auto-Cite, who developed it, and what is its primary objective?

16. What is LEXCITE, and when would a researcher use this Lexis service?

17. What is KeyCite, and what event in 1999 caused a reorganization of KeyCite?

18. How does the information provided by KeyCite History differ from that retrieved using KeyCite Citing Reference?

19. What information regarding citing cases is provided by KeyCite that is not available from the other citation services discussed in this chapter?

20. Who is the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court? Who is the most recent addition to the Supreme Court?

21. When is the West Key Number System useful to a researcher?

22. Compare the Shepard’s TOA with the Westlaw KeyCite version.

23. Why is the responsibility of nominating Supreme Court justices an important presidential power? Which President appointed the greatest number of the current Supreme Court justices?

24. What company was the first to introduce citators as legal aids?

25. What is the tax court reporter series that is associated with the RIA Citator 2nd?

26. What types of citator searches are supported by the RIA Citator 2nd?
27. What Internet service besides Checkpoint provides access to the RIA Citator 2nd?

28. What type of case searching does the RIA Citator support that is unavailable with Shepard’s, Auto-Cite, LEXCITE, or KeyCite?

29. What feature does the RIA Citator 2nd offer that is similar to the TOA in Shepard’s and KeyCite?

30. What is the major difference in the focus of the citing cases found with a RIA Citator 2nd search and those cases found using Shepard’s or KeyCite?

31. The RIA Citator 2nd does not follow the traditional legal convention of listing cases under the plaintiff’s name. What convention does it use? Why are the cases listed in this manner?

32. In what order does the RIA Citator list citing cases?

33. What symbols does the RIA Citator 2nd use to indicate the treatment of citing cases of the cited case?

34. When is the citator portion of a research project finished?

35. Why must Revenue Rulings identified through a keyword search be checked in a citator?

36. What different Internet services offer access to the CCH Citator?

37. How is the CCH Citator different from the other citators discussed in this chapter?

38. How does the CCH Citator act as a Finding Table?

39. How is the direct history for a case of interest presented in the CCH Citator?

40. When viewing a document in CCH NetWork, how does one check the document through the CCH Citator?

**EXERCISES**

41. Use Shepard’s to answer the following questions.
   a. Provide the full citation for a 2007 article on Sarbanes-Oxley in the Akron Law Review. What is the Shepard’s abbreviated citation?
   b. What topic is addressed in the sixteenth Technical Advice Memorandum (TAM) issued in the twenty-seventh week of 2007 (a TAM is cited the same as PLR)? Provide its Shepard’s abbreviated citation.
   c. What is the Shepard’s abbreviated citation for the twentieth Chief Counsel Advice Memorandum issued in the thirtieth week of 2007?
   d. What is the Shepard’s abbreviated citation for the Lexis reproduction of Field Service Advice 199952041?
42. Shepardize *C. G. Services Corp.*, found in volume 73 of the Tax Court Reporter on page 406.
   a. What Shepard’s evaluation symbol is associated with the case? What does the symbol mean?
   b. Give either the AFTR or the USTC citation for the 1997 District Court case citing *C. G. Services Corp*.
   c. What is the subsequent appellate history of this case?
   d. There is an article in the 1989 *Tennessee Law Review* on page 661 that cites *C. G. Services Corp*. What is the title of the article and the name of the author(s)?

43. Locate *Stange* (282 US 270) using the Shepard’s Citator.
   a. What are the parallel citations for this case? What precedence symbol is associated with this case?
   b. What is the highest court to have heard this case, and in what year was this case decided?
   c. On what page does the case, *Aiken v. Burnet*, 75 L. Ed 339, cite the *Stange* case? What page would this be if you were using the United States Supreme Court Reports (US)?
   d. The Alaska Supreme Court has cited the *Stange* case. Provide the citation for the case.

44. Shepardize *Fritz W. Hintze* (879 F2d 121) using the Shepard’s Citator.
   a. What are the parallel citations for the *Hintze* case? What precedence symbol is associated with this case?
   b. How many headnotes does the *Hintze* have? How many of the headnotes concern civil procedures?
   c. Who were the judges who heard the *Hintze* case? Which judge wrote the opinion?
   d. What was the Supreme Court’s view of the *Hintze* case? In what case did the Supreme Court indicate this viewpoint?

45. Use the Shepard’s Citator to answer the following questions regarding the *Hinck* (127 S CT 2011) case.
   a. Which Supreme Court justice wrote the *Hinck* opinion? Explain whether the other Supreme Court justices agreed with the written opinion.
   b. What was the court of original jurisdiction for the *Hinck* case, and what court heard the appeal?
   c. What are the parallel citations for the *Hinck* case? What precedence symbol is associated with this case?
   d. What Code section is involved in the *Hinck* case? When was the case argued and when was it decided?

46. Use the LexisNexis Auto-Cite to locate *City of New Britain*, 1954 US Lexis 2751.
   a. What Lexis precedent symbol is associated with this case? What event caused the New Britain case to receive this symbol?
   b. What is this case’s judicial history?
   c. What U.S. Code Service (USCS) sections cite City of New Britain?
   d. What citing cases are listed in the subsequent treatment history section?
47. Use the LexisNexis LEXCITE and enter the following citation: 5 L Ed 2d 128 and select Combined Federal Courts as the Jurisdiction.
   a. What is the name of the case with the citation you entered? When was it decided and by what court?
   b. In the “Enter more terms” type “sweepstakes” into the box. There is a 1965 Tax Court case and its Second Court of Appeals case in the citing list. What is the name of this case?
   c. Remove the “sweepstakes” term and select Secondary Sources as the Jurisdiction. What is the full citation for the University of Colorado Law Review article citing the case of interest?

48. Use the LexisNexis TOA and enter the following citation: 347 US 81.
   a. What are the parallel citations for this case? In what year was this case decided?
   b. How many cases did it cite in developing its decision? Which cited cases have some type of warning associated with them?
   c. What are the jurisdictional levels in which the cases are divided?
   d. On which pages in 347 US 81 are the cases in the TOA cited?

49. State the proper Westlaw KeyCite citation for the following documents.
   c. The second section of article 16 of the Arkansas State Constitution.
   d. The thirty-fourth Field Service Advice issued in the forty-seventh week of 2002.

50. Use Westlaw KeyCite to locate Hinck, 95 AFTR 2d 2005-873.
   a. What are official parallel citations for this case? In what year was this case decided?
   b. Using KeyCite History, list each court hearing the case. How did the appeals court treat this case? Did the Supreme Court grant certiorari?
   c. Where is this case discussed in the FTC 2d?
   d. Select Full-Text Document. What are the titles of the headnotes for this case?

51. Use the Westlaw TOA to find the following information for Stange, 28 US 270.
   a. How many cases does Stange cite in its decision? What year was the most recent cited case decided?
   b. What case does Stange (28 US 270) quote? What does the quote discuss?
   c. How many of the cases cited in Stange have warning or caution symbols? How does this make you feel about the reasoning in this case?
   d. How many different pages have discussion of cases?

52. Use Westlaw to answer the following questions.
   a. Locate the 2006 David Bruce Billings Tax Court case (Hint: use Find&Print). What was the tax issue and what was the decision of the court?
   b. Find the 2007 David Bruce Billings Tax Court case. Why are the results of this case different from those of the 2006 case?
c. What is the KeyCite Key Number for the issue in the 2007 case?
d. How useful do you think the KeyCite Key Numbering system is in locating cases on income tax issues?

53. Use the RIA Checkpoint Citator to locate the 1958 *Knetsch* case.
   a. What is its citation? Provide the citations for all the cases generally citing the *Knetsch* case.
   b. What are the citations for the cases that constitute the direct history for the *Knetsch* case?
   c. How many headnotes does the case show? What does each headnote address?
   d. How many Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals cases cite the *Knetsch* Supreme Court case? List the names of the taxpayers in these cases. What was the easiest method to find this information?

54. Use the RIA Checkpoint Citator 2d to locate the 2002 *Gwendolyn A. Ewing* Tax Court case.
   a. What is its citation and what tax issues does the case address?
   b. What is the case’s direct judicial history?
   c. Where is the case annotated in the United States Tax Reporter?
   d. The *Robert Haag* case cites the 2002 *Ewing* case at 94 AFTR 2d 2004-6667. What is the *Haag* case’s treatment of the *Ewing* case?

55. Use the LexisNexis Academic Shepard’s and the RIA Checkpoint Citator 2d to Shepardize *Deluxe Check Printers, Inc.* 15 Cl Ct 175.
   a. Explain the difference in the AFTR citation listed by the RIA Citator 2d and that listed in Shepard’s.
   b. Do RIA and Shepard’s link to the same case documents? Explain your response.
   c. Discuss whether the two citators display the same citing cases and other citing documents.
   d. Which citator do you find easier to use? Explain your response.

56. Use the RIA Checkpoint Citator 2d to locate the Revenue Ruling 2001-60.
   a. What is the ruling’s complete citation?
   b. What was the effect of Rev Rul 2001-60 on Rev Proc 99-49 and Rev Rul 55-290?
   c. Which IRS Revenue Procedures favorably cite Rev Rul 2001-60?
   d. What issue does Rev Rul 2001-60 address?

57. Use the CCH Citator to locate the 1956 *William George* Tax Court case.
   a. What is the citation for the case?
   b. What is the title of the paragraph where *George* is annotated?
   c. What Code section is related to the *George* case?
   d. A Revenue Ruling cites the *George* case. What is the citation and title? How does the Revenue Ruling evaluate the *George* case?

58. Use the CCH Citator to locate the 290th Revenue Ruling issued in 1955.
   a. What is its complete Cumulative Bulletin citation? Is this Revenue Ruling still valid?
   b. What tax issue does the Revenue Ruling address?
c. List the citations of any cases that cite Revenue Ruling 1955-290.
d. In what paragraph of the CCH service was this ruling initially discussed?

59. Use the CCH and the RIA Citators to locate the *Estate of Edward Kunze* Seventh Circuit case.
a. What method did you use to find this case?
b. Do the citators list the same citing cases? Explain your response.
c. How did the citing cases generally treat the *Kunze* case? Which citator did you use to determine this?
d. What issues appear to be involved in this case? Which citator did you use to determine this?

60. Use the CCH Citator to locate the 2006 *Gwendolyn A. Ewing* case.
a. What is its citation and what tax issues does the case address?
b. What is the case’s direct judicial history?
c. Where is the case annotated in the Standard Federal Income Tax Reporter?
d. The *Robinette* case (2006-1 USTC ¶ 50,213) cites *Ewing*. What is the *Robinette* treatment of the *Ewing* case?
e. Compare the information retrieved using the CCH Citator and the RIA Checkpoint Citator 2nd (question 54). Which was easier to use, and which provided more relevant information?

### RESEARCH CASES

61. Jamie is an elementary school teacher, and her adjusted gross income is $31,000. For 2007 and 2008, she spent $350 of her own funds on special school supplies for those children who could not afford to purchase the necessary supplies. She bought these supplies during a seventy-mile round trip to a specialty educational store. Can she deduct any portion of these amounts?

62. Ted’s sister, April, was injured while performing her duties as a police officer. She was in the hospital for three weeks before she died from her wounds. The city paid directly to Ted the workers’ compensation benefits due to April before she died, as he is April’s only surviving relative. How much gross income does Ted recognize upon receiving the benefits?

63. Peggy had been a heavy tobacco user until she joined the Norwood Tobacco Free Program. She had spent a substantial amount of money on nicotine patches and other nonprescription treatments without much success. Her father recently died from lung cancer, and his death made her realize that to kick the habit she would need to get professional help before her smoking created serious medical problems. While she is very pleased at being tobacco free for the first time in ten years, she is wondering whether any of the vast amounts spent on the cure are deductible?

64. Sally sells her home to Bob and pays $9,000 in points for Bob’s mortgage, by receiving $9,000 less in sale proceeds. Determine the tax effects on both parties.

65. Ethel and Rick spent $4,500 in allocable interest and taxes and $1,100 in advertising and maintenance for their “bed and breakfast” inn. This year’s rental
income from the inn came to $4,900. Determine the tax effects of conducting the B&B using one-third of Ethel and Rick’s residence.

66. Carline’s son, Leon, who is 10, is a musical prodigy. Carline, also a musical person, has spent a significant amount of time teaching Leon music and promoting his possible career. When Leon finally receives a recording contract, Carline is designated in the contract to receive one-half of Leon’s total earnings. Discuss the proper recognition of gross income and related deductions concerning this arrangement.

67. Barbara owns an incorporated consulting business, for which she has spent years building up its respectable reputation. However, business recently has dropped dramatically due to the unprofessional behavior of Cliff, Barbara’s husband. Barbara feels that the only way to protect her business is to divorce Cliff. Cliff demands 50 percent of the stock in Barbara’s business. The divorce will be costly because Cliff and Barbara cannot reach an agreement about the business’s stock. Are the costs of the divorce deductible to Barbara or to Cliff?

68. Newark Marine Food Service (NMFS) sells hot lunches and snacks to the crews of ships that dock at the Port of Newark. According to custom, the officers of the visiting ships receive a 5 percent “commission” from all sales, so that NMFS can retain its “exclusive rights” to the seamen’s business. Are the commissions deductible by NMFS?

69. Clara, a community college graduate, works at the Pamper U Hotel in Lake Tahoe. Clara’s job is to provide relaxation demonstrations, teach yoga, provide massage therapy, and give lectures on stress management. Since Clara possessed no formal training in any of these subjects, she decided to attend seminars all over the United States on the topics related to her job. She also attended the local university and took physiology classes to learn more about the body and how it functions. Can Clara receive any tax benefits from these educational expenses?

70. John accompanied his wife, Ling, on a business trip to San Diego because Ling is paralyzed from the waist down and confined to a wheelchair. John was not associated with Ling’s business directly, but he performed services such as helping Ling overcome architectural barriers, carrying Ling’s luggage, facilitating security inspections of Ling at airports, and helping Ling gain access to airplanes. What is the tax treatment of the incremental expenses for John accompanying Ling on the trip?

71. After his divorce, Brown paid the expenses of maintaining the family home, which continued to be the principal residence of his ex-wife and their three children. Thus, he owns the house, but he no longer lives there. Instead, Brown maintains another home as his principal residence. Can Brown claim head of household status, assuming that the divorce decree grants him the dependency exemptions for his children?

72. Alice, the chair of the School of Accountancy, entertains the faculty at her home each semester and has a holiday party at the end of December for the faculty and their families. When a faculty member is promoted or has a paper published in an exceptionally prestigious journal, Alice hosts a “social hour” at her house. She also sponsors a picnic for the faculty and graduate students at
the start of the fall semester to let them get acquainted with each other. To what extent are these expenses deductible?

73. Cambro Construction Company hires union carpenters for home building. Cambro requires, as a condition of employment, that the carpenters provide and maintain various tools of their trade. Cambro pays each carpenter a set amount per hour as a “tool allowance” to cover the costs of the tools. This amount is determined quarterly based on national compiled data on the costs of carpenter tools. How should this employee reimbursement be treated for tax purposes?

74. Buddy was injured by Matt in an automobile accident. The court awarded Buddy $30,000 in damages, but Matt was only able to pay Buddy $12,000. They both then considered the matter closed, under these terms. Compute the amount of gross income to Buddy, and to Matt, from this event.

75. Con man Floyd sold Larry the Library of Congress for $150,000. Since Larry didn’t have that kind of money, he embezzled the $150,000 from his employer to make the purchase.
   a. How much gross income should Larry and Floyd report as a result of this event?
   b. For tax purposes, how will Larry treat any repayment of the embezzlement to his (former) employer?

76. Reverend Ruth receives a yearly salary of $50,000 and a parsonage allowance of $12,000. She paid $9,000 in rent for the house where she lives, and she spent $1,500 on housing-related purchases. What is her gross income from these items?

77. Jill received a research grant from the University of Minnesota in amounts of $10,000 for her time and $3,000 for related supplies and expenses. She purchased a $28,000 Audi the day after depositing the university’s check. Jill is a candidate for a master’s degree in philosophy and ethics. What is her gross income from the grant?

78. Earl is a golf course superintendent. He recently was hired by the Jack Nicks Corporation to construct an eighteen-hole course in Wyoming. There will be substantial earthmoving costs in creating the landscape desired for the course. The fairways will have planted grass, but the greens will be “modern greens” containing sophisticated drainage systems. The greens must be replaced when the underlying drainage systems are replaced. Earl would like to know what costs are expensed and what costs capitalized either as part of the land or as depreciable assets.

79. Barry’s wife, Terra, died in an accident, leaving him with four young children to raise. Shortly after Terra’s funeral, Barry and the children move from the house that Barry and Terra owned for eight years, mainly because they needed a change. Barry buys a new house with the help of Lisa, a realtor. Lisa and Barry start dating and, within one year, Barry and Lisa are married. Lisa has four children of her own. Given that neither Lisa’s or Barry’s homes are large enough for the combined family of eight children, Lisa and Barry both sell their homes and buy a new six-bedroom house. Lisa owned her home for six years but Barry has owned his most recent house for only one year. All of the
houses show realized gains on the sales. How are these sales of personal resi-
dences treated for tax purposes?

80. To what extent should Professor Dodd include in gross income the value of examination copies of text books that he receives without charge from book publishers, if he donates them to a local library and takes a charitable contribution deduction?